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First step: Register in www.AramMMA.com and download Aram MMA
Two file would be send to email; Runtime file and Aram MMA software
Open and set up Runtime, then open Aram MMA and click to icon.

In this software, we need two inputs, the main map (questioned area) and second mental
map (sketch map, drawing map) of citizens, both as JPG, TIFF or PNG.

How the software works
1. First, we enter the map of the area where we obtain citizens' mental map information by
clicking on the icon Load Map (NOTE: map format should be JPG, TIFF or PNG file).

2. We can net the map entered the software by the option called Grid on/ off, we can also
change the net size according to the given scale.

3. In this step, we are to mark studied area on the map (e.g. examining mental image of
citizens of three districts of X, Y, Z), we draw the scope of the districts on the map as a pen
called Draw boundary. We can also change the line thickness as much as we want. After
drawing the scope in the surrounding of given area, we click on the icon Save Image for the
storage of the scope.

4. In graded map, we spot the map hotspots; in fact, there is an option called Mark place
using which we specify important buildings in the area map. In fact, we mean index points
through which citizens can address and the possibility to memorize the building is high. For
example, in the area map we specified 4 important buildings including a high tower,
monument, restaurant and café, then to save points in software we click Save Image icon.
Then it is observed that colored points are disappeared (Note: The expert specifies important
points according to field and library studies).

5. Another option in software called Mark Orientation that works like Mark place option
and enables us to specify the main orientation of the map including the main crossing streets
or paths with different colors (pink), as before after determining the main direction we should
click on Save Image icon (Note: The expert specifies the main directions of the area, who
can use software Space Syntax and obtain information based on field studies).

6. In this step, the citizens' mental map is entered through pressing Load Mental Map to
begin the analysis process.

7. After entering the citizens' mental maps, we spot the map based on the mental map of
citizens through an option called Fill Grid We map, for example, one of the citizens in his
mental map pointed out or drew streets x and y so we color the area in graded map related to
streets x and y. Also the citizen may draw or pointe out a form of an important building or
mention, in this case we also mark the points in the map. In fact, after this step, by clicking
on the icon Save Image the analysis of mental maps begins.
.

8. In this step, we score the structure of mental maps based on the model, the scoring is
manually inserted while there is an icon called GS Guide so that users can score more
accurately.

.

9. Here, respondents' information including age and gender are entered for a more detailed
review and analysis of the data.

10. After entering respondents' information, there is an icon called Select Path, we enter
information save path of previous folder to save output there.

11. After specifying information save folder, we click on the icon Save Questioner Results
and observe that the respondent information will be disappeared and by examining given
folder we observe two outputs as an image and Excel file. Now we enter the second mental
map and repeat steps 7 to 11 again and the process is repeated until the last respondent (Note:
Steps 1 to 6 take place only once and at the beginning).

12. After obtaining the output of all mental maps, there is an option called Save Hist of all
file. By clicking on this option the output will be given to us where at the most and least
points pointed out by the citizens are displayed as color spectrum.

13. There is another option called Save Hist of all Places where hotspots identified in step 4
show output in order of importance (based on the number of respondents' pointing to
locations) as the same as before, except that just show hotspots.

